
Tables
Adaptable work and prep surfacesIncludes:

• Instrument Tables
 - Adjustable
 - Stationary
• Utility Tables
• Work Tables
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Customer Focus
Exceed customer expectations through a commitment to 

continuous improvement of our products and services.

Quality Products
Offer the marketplace a broad range of high quality, cost 
effective, and durable products of superior craftsmanship.

Organizational Excellence
Strive for excellence in all we do by fostering a participative, 
team based environment, which nurtures the active 

involvement of all members of the organization.

Marketplace Recognition
Earn the respect, admiration, and loyalty of our people, 
customers, and suppliers by treating them with dignity 
and respect, embracing diversity, and developing and 

maintaining long term partnerships.

Collaborative Workplace
Encourage all employees to work safely and efficiently, 
contribute innovative ideas, and personally benefit from 

the ongoing success of the company.

OUR MISSION
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THE BLICKMAN DIFFERENCE

• Our adjustable tables are instrument tables designed to straddle the OR table using 
adjustable height mechanisms to accommodate changes in the table position during 
neuro, cardiac, and orthopedic surgery, as well as to accommodate varying heights of 
personnel during general surgery. We offer one manually adjusted table option, and one 
motorized adjusted table option.

• You can customize the tabletop dimensions to fit your differing surface area needs and 
the leg clearance dimensions to fit your differing OR table dimensions.

• Both models include casters for mobility and both models are made out of stainless 
steel, and the motorized table moves along telescoping aluminum lifting columns.

www.blickman.com

Key Product Features

Custom
Depth

Leg Clearance

Custom
Width

Adjustable 
height between 
35” and 60” off 
the ground to 
straddle OR 

table.

Manual or motorized 
height adjustment 

mechanism

Casters for mobility.

Adjustable Tables
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Tables
Adjustable Tables

Custom Dimensions Available Upon Request
Please email us at info@blickman.com

Description: Our Liberty table was designed to straddle the OR table with adjustable height 
mechanisms. It travels effortlessly on antistatic swivel casters with brakes and utilize a motorized 
adjustment mechanism. Use a foot pedal or hand remote to operate the motorized adjustment. Two 

standard surface areas available.

Customize the surface area dimensions to fit your needs. 

THE LIBERTY TABLE

Name Liberty Table

Dimensions 41” W x 46” D (29” Leg Clearance)

Model # 7902SS-M

Item # 0157902000

Shipping Weight 315 lbs.

Dimensions 50 1/2” W x 24” D (38 3/8” Leg Clearance)

Model # 7901SS-M

Item # 0157901000

Shipping Weight 290 lbs.

MOTORIZED ADJUSTMENT: 
Use the motorized foot operated/hand 

operated height adjustment mechanism.

Height adjustable 
from 38 3/4” to 58” 

off the ground.

Leg Clearance

Motorized 
Adjustment 
mechanism.

Foot Operated

Travels effortlessly on 
4” antistatic swivel 

casters with brakes.

Foot Pedal Hand Remote 

Standard Features
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Tables
Adjustable Tables

Custom Dimensions Available Upon Request
Please email us at info@blickman.com

Description: Our Georgetown table was designed to straddle the OR table with a manual hand crank 
adjustable height mechanism. Travels easily on 3” swivel casters with breaks. Two standard surface areas 

available. Select extended arm design for electrophysiology procedures. 
Customize the surface area dimensions to fit your needs. 

THE GEORGETOWN TABLE

Name Georgetown Table

Dimensions 36” W x 20” D  (28 5/8” Leg Clearance)

Model # 7892SS-0

Item # 0157892000

Shipping Weight 135 lbs.

Dimensions 48” W x 24” D (40 5/8” Leg Clearance)

Model # 7895SS-0

Item # 0157895000

Shipping Weight 160 lbs.

Dimensions 62” CRT Table (14” Overhang)

Model # 7895SS-O CRT

Item # 0157895062

Shipping Weight 190 lbs.

Leg Clearance

Removable Hand 
Crank (either side).

MANUAL ADJUSTMENT: 
Manually adjust the height of this table from 
either side with a detachable crank handle.

Height adjustable 
from 36” to 56” off 

the ground.

Hand Crank 

Standard Features

62” CRT table
This Georgetown table with the 
extended arm was designed for 

optimizing electrophysiology 
procedures.

Travels easily 
on four 3” swivel 
casters, two with 

brakes.
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Tables
Adjustable Tables

Custom Dimensions Available Upon Request
Please email us at info@blickman.com

Description: Our hydraulic instrument table adjusts its height to work with multiple OR table heights and 
healthcare personnel heights.  Adjust its height with a manual hand crank from 30” - 42”. It includes one lower 

shelf and stands stationary on glider feet tips. Select the surface area with dimensions that fit your needs. 
Customize the surface area dimensions to fit your needs. 

HYDRAULIC INSTRUMENT TABLE

Name Georgetown Table

Dimensions 48” x 24”

Model # 7835HYD

Item # 0177835000

Shipping Weight 145 lbs.

Dimensions 60” x 30”

Model # 7895SS-0

Item # 0177836030

Shipping Weight 188 lbs.
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Tables
Adjustable Tables

Name Overbed Table

Model # 3400

Item # 2833400000

Shipping Weight 27 lbs.

Description: Our overbed table comes in an attractive mark resistant laminate top 
in a walnut wood grain. It moves up or down with a simple one touch adjustment. 
Security features include a built-in column lock and four point base. The table 

travels smoothly on four 2” hooded casters.

OVERBED TABLE

Overbed Table Dimensions
Width: 30” x Height: 30” (max) x Depth: 15 1/2”
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Construction Specifications

Universal 
Dimensions

Adjustable heights to fit over OR table or hospital bed.

Materials 304 stainless steel
Liberty: Telescoping aluminum lifting columns.
Overbed Table: Mar resistant laminate (tray), chrome plate steel 
(column & base)

Gauge Liberty: 16GA Top; 11GA Sub Top; 14GA Base
Georgetown: 18GA Top; 16GA Sub Top, 2” 16GA square tube legs.

Welding All welding by heliarc method and exposed welds are ground smooth.

Finish Exposed surfaces are free from pit marks, weld seams, scale and are 
polished with #4 polish to a satin finish.

Casters Liberty: 4” antistatic swivel casters with brakes.
Georgetown: 3” swivel casters, two with brakes.

Notes Liberty: Motorized adjustment mechanism.
Electrical Ratings: 100-120VAC, 15AMP, 60 Hz.
Georgetown: Manual adjustment mechanism.

Tables ADJUSTABLE TABLE

Construction 
Specifications

Custom Dimensions Available Upon Request
Please email us at info@blickman.com

Shipping Information

All shipping weights are estimates and may be changed without prior notice. Specifications 
may be improved and dimensions changed without prior notice. Please contact customer 
service for estimated shipping costs at info@blickman.com.
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THE BLICKMAN DIFFERENCE

• We offer a variety of stationary tables for a variety of uses. Types of stationary tables we 
offer include to fit any healthcare need from instrument to utility to general work tables, 
some of which are compatible for MR conditions.

• Our instrument tables are reinforced with H-braces for stability or include the optional lower 
shelf for storing supplies. We offer standard dimensions or they can be customized to any 
size. We also have an optional nested set of up to six tables that can be ordered together 
or separately. 

• Our utility tables come in a variety of drawer and shelf configurations to store and protect 
equipment and can include a workspace so you can store and prep your supplies on one 
efficient and transportable, setup.

• Our work tables are heavy duty with large surface areas designed for use in sterile and 
non-sterile preparation. 

www.blickman.com

Stationary Tables

Large surface areas for prep work, 
equipment layout, etc.

Drawers or shelves for 
storing and protecting 

supplies.

Guard rails 
for protecting 

supplies.

Casters for 
mobility.

H-braces for added 
reinforcement.

Easy-to-clean, 
durable, 

stainless steel.

Ergonomic height for 
reduced back strain. 

Key Product Features
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Tables Instrument
Tables

Description: Our nested instrument tables are space saving alternatives with a unique design that 
requires a mere 8 square feet of floor space, but yields 31 square feet of usable work space.  All tables 

travel on 3” casters.

NESTED TABLES

Name Dimensions
(WxHxD)

Model # Item # Ship Weight

Complete Set of 6 8 Sq. Ft. of Floor Space
31 Sq. Ft. of Work Space

7821SS 0137821000 255 lbs.

ORDER  SEPARATELY

Largest 48” x 42” x 24” 7822SS 0137822000 56 lbs.

Second 44” x 40” x 22” 7823SS 0137823000 52 lbs.

Third 40” x 38” x 20” 7824SS 0137824000 51 lbs.

Fourth 36” x 36” x 18” 7825SS 0137825000 37 lbs.

Fifth 32” x 34” x 16” 7826SS 0137826000 34 lbs.

Smallest 28” x 32” x 14” 7827SS 0137827000 32 lbs.

MR options available, see MR section for more details. 
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Tables Instrument
Tables

Description: Our instrument tables offer complete 18 gauge, 304 stainless steel construction. They 
are lightweight, yet extremely durable. Sanitary closed top help prevents bacterial build up. Sealed 
reinforcing channels provide rigidity. All tables are 34” tall, which is in the safety zone for reduced 

back stress, and travel on 3” casters. 16” clearance between shelves.

HOWARD & SAWYER TABLES

Table H-Brace Shelf

20” x 16”

Model # 7840SS 7830SS

Item # 0127840000 0117830000

Shipping Weight 28 lbs. 32 lbs.

36” x 24”

Model # 7843SS 7833SS

Item # 0127843000 0117833000

Shipping Weight 48 lbs. 56 lbs.

48” x 24”

Model # 7845SS 7835SS

Item # 0127845000 0117835000

Shipping Weight 56 lbs. 69 lbs.

60” x 24”

Model # 7846SS 7836SS

Item # 0127846000 0117836000

Shipping Weight 189 lbs. 200 lbs.

MR options available, see MR section for more details. 

Sawyer Table Howard Table

Options: Custom dimensions, three sided guardrails, and drawers (see Crescent table design).

MR options available, see MR section for more details. 
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Tables Instrument
Tables

Description: Choose our angled instrument table to have separate left and right work spaces. Add a 
lower shelf or drawers for additional storage. This table is 34” tall, which is in the safety zone for reduced 

back stress, and it travels on 3” casters.  Select the surface area with dimensions that fit your needs.

ANGULAR INSTRUMENT TABLE

Name Angular Instrument Table

Dimensions 60”x 15”

Model # 7862SSA

Item # 0147862000

Shipping Weight 120 lbs.

Dimensions 72” x 18”

Model # 7863SSA

Item # 0147863000

Shipping Weight 137 lbs.

Custom Dimensions Available Upon Request
Please email us at info@blickman.com
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Shelf Configuration Includes:           
         Two shelves, 17” and 34” off the ground.       
         Four sided guardrails for protection.

Drawer Configurations Include:
         A positive stop to prevent accidental drawer removal. 
         Ball bearing slides for easy sliding drawers.
         Three sided guardrails for protection (Optional four sided guardrails are available). 

Tables Utility
Tables

UTILITY TABLES

# of Drawers 0 1 2 3 4

Model # 7852SS 7850SS 7754SS 7857SS 7859SS

Item # 0257852000 0217850000 0227754000 0237857000 0247859000

Shipping Weight 32 lbs. 46 lbs. 59 lbs. 72 lbs. 82 lbs.

All of our utility tables are the same dimensions:
Width: 20” x Height: 34” x Depth: 16”

Options: Feet: glides, rubber tips, or larger diameter casters, four sided guard rails on drawer models.

Lower Shelf Clearance:
16”

Lower Shelf Clearance:
11”

Lower Shelf Clearance:
5 1/2”

Lower Shelf Clearance:
4 1/4”

Lowest Drawer Clearance:
11 1/2”

Description: Our utility tables are popular in the OR and throughout healthcare facilities as a general 
utility cart. Our superior construction adds a supporting channel underneath the top shelf to enhance 
its strength. All of our utility tables are 34” tall, which is in the safety zone for reduced back stress, and 
travel easily on 3” casters. 
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Tables Utility
Tables

Description: Our crescent table has the same construction as the Howard and Sawyer Instrument 
tables with the addition of drawers and guard rails. This table includes a large work surface area 
(36”x 20”), two 4” deep drawers, as well as one optional lower shelf 16” off the ground. This model is 

34” tall, which is in the safety zone for reduced back stress, and travels easily on 3” casters.
Customize the surface area dimensions of these models to fit your needs. 

CRESCENT TABLES

Name Crescent Table

H-Brace Shelf

Model # 7856SS 7856SS-SH

Item # 0317856000 0317856003

Shipping Weight 78 lbs. 81 lbs.

Options: Feet: glides, rubber tips, or larger diameter casters.
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Tables Work
Tables

Custom Designs Available Upon Request
Please email us at info@blickman.com

Description: Our work tables are designed for use as prep tables. They are heavy duty with 
large surfaces areas designed for use in sterile and non-sterile environments. The smallest table 
dimensions uses four legs, and all other larger dimensions use six legs. All of our work tables are 36” 
tall, which is in the safety zone for reduced back stress., and come standard with bullet feet. Rubber 

tips, casters, and gliders are available as alternative options.
Customize the surface area dimensions of these models to fit your needs.

WORK TABLES

Surface Area 68” x 30” 80” x 36” 92” x 44”

H-Brace

Model # CSDT6830 CSDT8036 CSDT9244

Item # 0336830000 0338036000 0339244000

Shipping Weight 210 lbs. 300 lbs. 390 lbs.

Shelves

Model # CSDT6830S1 CSDT8036S1 CSDT9244S1

Item # 0336830100 0338036100 0339244100

Shipping Weight 260 lbs. 355 lbs. 435 lbs.

Options: Feet: glides, rubber tips, or larger diameter casters.
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Tables
Options

Custom Designs Available Upon Request
Please email us at info@blickman.com

Description: To fit your needs, we can customize the surface area size and add drawers, 
guardrails, and shelving to your stationary tables. For work tables, we can angle the table to have 

left and right work space and change footing options.

STATIONARY TABLE OPTIONS

Rubber Tips | Casters | Gliders

Model # Item # Description Shipping Weight
DH124S 2043424000 1 Drawer, 24” Wide Drawer Housing 35 lbs.

DH129S 2043429000 1 Drawer, 29” Wide Drawer Housing 50 lbs.

DH235S 2043435000 2 Drawers, 35” Wide Drawer Housing 55 lbs.

DH247S 2043447000 2 Drawers, 47” Wide Drawer Housing 60 lbs.

Drawer Options

Feet Options

Configurations
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Construction Specifications

Universal 
Dimensions

Custom dimensions available on all tables. 

Materials 304 stainless steel

Gauge Instrument Tables: 1 1 1/4” tube legs, 18GA table top.
Utility Tables: 1” Diameter 18GA tube legs, 18GA top & body.
Work Tables: 1 5/8”, 16GA tube legs, 16GA table top & sub top.

Welding All welding by heliarc method and exposed welds are ground smooth.

Finish Exposed surfaces are free from pit marks, weld seams, scale and are 
polished with #4 polish to a satin finish.

Casters 3” Casters

Notes MR conditional tables available where indicated.

Tables STATIONARY TABLE

Construction 
Specifications

Custom Dimensions/Designs Available Upon Request
Please email us at info@blickman.com

Shipping Information

All shipping weights are estimates and may be changed without prior notice. Specifications 
may be improved and dimensions changed without prior notice. Please contact customer 
service for estimated shipping costs at info@blickman.com.



OUR PROMISE

For over 100 years, Blickman has been known throughout the 
healthcare industry for exceptional product quality, and we 
pride ourselves on providing top notch and personalized 
service to ensure our customers are 100% satisfied. If you are 
ever not completely satisfied for any reason, we will make it 
right. And with our equipment backed by our Limited Lifetime 
Warranty, you can be certain you have made the very best 

choice for your healthcare facility.

www.blickman.com
info@blickman.com

500 U.S. Highway 46 East, Clifton, NJ 07011

Call Blickman:
Toll Free: (800) 247-5070
Local: (973) 330-0557


